
Atmospheric Science 
 

Teams:  Team A    Team B 
  (PL)     (PL) 
  (SE)     (SE) 
  (ME)     (ME) 
  (QC)     (QC) 
  (EE)     (EE) 
  (RE)     (RE) 

(ED)     (ED) 
Note that your grade is based 50% on  the group grade and 50% on individual grade.  
Most important, be a team player.  If you don’t have much work to do on a certain day 
and someone else is swamped, help him/her out! 
In addition, although you are in charge of a certain job, this is a group project.  You 
guys/gals should work together and never should anyone say ‘that’s not my job, not my 
problem’.  If something is not working it’s everyone’s problem.   
 
Project Leader (PL):  Coordinates tasks, main editor and go to person for the paper(s).  
This person is responsible for coordinating all the team members and keeping everything 
moving in a timely manner in order to meet the deadlines.  A good project leader steps in 
to help members of the team with their tasks as needed.  Represents the team to me, if 
there are questions, problems that need to be resolved, etc.  
Individual grade will be based on  

• Compiles work from the others and gives a weekly report. 
• How team gets along and performs 
• Helps ED and SE with coordination of the individual experiments into payload and the 

master code 
• Handles camera/video for launch You must use a programmable camera (or video) that 

works with the arduino.  You may also include a GoPro from home in addition to this. 
• Conducts video length tests (launch is about 3 hours, so video camera should work for 

this long… at least) 
• Steps in to help out where needed (be a ‘do leader’ not a ‘give orders’ leader) 
• Does the extra thing as needed. 
• We will need a backup tracking device, can be a phone but better if something smarter.  I 

will refund any lost phones up to $150, but of course your group won’t loose the payload 
so not an issue. 

• You must insure the tracking works.  If you don’t recover the payload you don’t have 
data, pics, etc.  All the good work you’ve done up to this point will not matter.  So do 
some tests with the Radio Engineer and make sure you are comfortable with it. 

• Generate protocol sheets to be used on launch day  
• Group readiness for launch date 
• Results section of the paper that analysis the data.  You are the senior scientist to help 

advise with all the individual experiments. 
• Conclusion of the final paper.  Address the results of the individual experiments as it 

relates to the big picture of what you have done. 
• The final paper as a complete entity.  Should read as one paper and be proof read. 



 
Works closely with 

• Everyone and knows where everyone is at in their work.  Helps out where needed the 
most (what is holding things up -> dive in and help get it going) 
 

Software Engineer (SE): General expert on all the software used in the experiments.  
Most importantly, the SE is in charge of the Data Acquisition System (DAQ) which most 
likely consits of your arduino microcontroller.  This person is also responsible for 
producing the graphs (thus knowing Graphical analysis) for the paper based on the 
information given by DC and EM. 
Individual grade will be based on  

• Coding the microcontroller to take data for pressure, temperature and GPS sensors and 
record it to data a sand disk.   

• Ideally, puts data in strings so that RE can easily beam down data as go 
• Store GPS data on a sand disc.  This is extremely important for the space launch.  RE will 

beam down GPS with the pico APRS at 5 to 10 minute intervals for tracking, but you will 
store the GPS data files with much greater resolution.  Make sure to get altitude data (so 
use $GPGAA not simplest data output $GPRMC).  See attached spec sheet and 
aprs.gids.nl/nmea for help 

• Wire up and code Arduino to record data from a temperature sensor.  QC will do the 
same independently for external temperature sensor and calibrate both.  Yours is for 
interior temperature monitoring. 

• Incorporate the code from individual experiments (they are responsible for the code for 
their experiment, but you should help them and read it in with the other sensors you have 
done unless it is too complicated then they should use an arduino mini and have their own 
isolated system) 

• Think about using the clock chip, so you have real time.  This is especially useful if some 
of the individual experiments are on their own arduinos and thus you can use time to 
coordinate altitude position for all. 

• Schematic diagram for the wiring up of the sensors  
• Explanation of what an Arduino is and how it works with the various sensors, etc. 
• Flow chart of the code with some explanation. 
• Commenting of code in paper 

 
Works closely with 

• Radio Engineer and Experimental Designer 
 

Mechanical Engineer (ME) 
General expert on all the equipment in toolshop.  ME is in charge of designing and 
building a motor controlled reel in system with a mechanical advantage.  You are also 
tasked with calculating, designing and building a Yagi Antennae.  You might need to go 
to the hardware store to buy parts for your designs (keep your receipts, I will refund you). 
Individual grade will be based on  

• Your motor controlled reel in system (hint: test it under load, get total upward force from 
ED and Quadruple it).  Cannot be built using laser cutter. 

• Must get trained in tool shop on 2 of the following:  Miter saw, Table saw, Band saw, 
Drill Press, … 

• Detail mechanical advantage.  Do both a theoretical calculation and the experimental 
determination.  (see VOD I have on Mechanical Advantage, usr: jamdann21) 



• Builds tape measure Yagi antenna (see link on your job sheet) and tests it, what’s the gain. 
• Decides on type and amount of batteries to be used in space launch. After deciding on 

type of battery will use -make sure you look at min. temp specs! Then do rough 
calculation to see if you have enough charge storage and then test and retest. 

• Tests battery working in temperature chamber and for how long (simulate the current you 
will use from it in the payload using resistors) 

• Writes section on reel in system 
• Writes section on Yagi antenna (including calculations justifying lengths) 
• Writes section on batteries and performance in low temperature 
• CAD drawing of reel in system and Yagi antenna 
• Summary data tables in the final paper 

 
Works closely with 

• Experiment Designer and Radio Engineer 
 

 
Quality Control (QC): Calibrates pressure and temperature sensors to work with the 
microcontroller.  Determines uncertainty of these sensors and serves as a resource to 
others for individual experiment sensors (this is where you get your error bars). Develop 
a spec sheet can use for the equipment, reports on the accuracy and calibration 
standards for the pressure and temperature sensors.  Use the TA arduino setup for temp 
and pressure so you can start calibrating right away. 
 
Individual grade will be based on  

• Calibrate pressure sensor.  Help teammates calibrate sensors for their experiments 
like temperature, humidity, etc.  Explain your technique (see data sheet that 
comes with barometer probe).  Determine its accuracy (these will be the main 
source for error on the height reading of your balloon) 

• Wire up a temperature sensor and write a little Arduino code to read in its values 
(or work with SE to do this).  Use this one for exterior temperature that can be 
used through out testing of payload in temp chamber  

• Learns how to use Garmin to find payload if lands off grid (I have the Garmins). 
• How does temperature effect pressure reading  
• Evidence provided that your pressure sensor can be used as an altimeter 
• Determine error of all sensors used in the experiments (i.e. it’s accuracy).  You 

will work with the individual teammates and their experiments.  
• Explain how the pressure and temperature sensors work (what’s inside them) 
• Part of paper that details the calibration of pressure and temperature sensors 
• Part of the paper that discusses error analysis 
• Calculating error bars for the graphs 
 

Works closely with 
• Software Engineer 

 
 
 
 



Electrical Engineer (EE) 
A controlled break from the balloon will give the payload a smooth decent and a soft 
landing.  If the cut-down mechanism does not work properly the whole experiment will 
fail. The team is counting on you for success.  You will work closely with the software 
engineer (cut-down mechanism and GPS chip and storage).  
 
Individual grade will be based on 

• Designs and builds a cut-down mechanism triggered by pressure/altitude somewhere 
between 80,000 and 100,000 ft depending on payload weight (and thus how much He). 
I suggest a redundant temperature measurement and/or a timing NOT statement in the 
code as well to ensure no premature cut down.  

• Make sure cut-down happens before balloon pops.  We want a controlled descent.  So 
work with ED to know expected altitude and cut down before that. 

• Writes the code for the cut down mechanism.  Tests with own Arduino in vacuum 
chamber and then gets help from SE as needed to incorporate into the full code 

• Conducts multiple tests for cut down mechanism in vacuum chamber and also tests in the 
tethered launch with a small balloon attached on the side. 

• Compares pressure altitudes to GPS altitudes and determine accuracy of each as a 
function of altitude 

• Comments part of code that has cut down in it. 
• The part of the introduction of the paper that concerns the Greenhouse Effect and the 

‘choose something else to study and explain in depth’. 
• The section on cut-down mechanism including your schematic diagram and calculation 

of charge stored vs. needed to cut the string 
 

Works closely with 
• Software Engineer and Experimental Designer 

 
Radio Engineer (RE):  
Responsible for radioing down the GPS coordinates (and thus location) for the balloon. 
The Radio Engineer must test the system thoroughly for both accuracy and range (both 
open sight range and obstructed range).  Develops the ‘fox hunting’ method so that we 
can find the payload.  This is a very important job and involves some programming and 
research.  
 
Individual grade will be based on  

• The big goal is to track the balloon with the pico APRS and fox hunting methods.  You 
will beam down the GPS coordinates and speed using the pico APRS.  Bonus (but only if 
you are really into it because it is tricky), you can get it to beam down your data through 
a Ham radio for full voyage (for full voyage, 5 minute intervals better).   
The site http://ukhas.org.uk/ will help. 

• Getting the pico APRS system working and prove tracking on aprs website.   
(http://wimo.com/picoaprs-mini-aprs-transceiver_e.html ) 
This will most likely be your primary tracking method unless you extend range of the 
radio chips somehow.  You need to prove it works under all kinds of conditions 
(including temperature chamber, pressure chamber, landing in a ravine, …) 

• Detail all the tests done for Fox Hunting. 
• Test and employ phone for a backup tracking system 



• Use a Yagi Antenna (built by ME) for receiver Ham radio to do Fox hunting 
• If you have the time at the end go the ultimate and use a Ham radio to beam down data as 

well as the GPS. You should work closely with the software engineer if you do this.   
• The part of the paper that details how the radio communication works.  Theory of radio 

communication.  Also how the GPS works, GPS syntax and the comments for code to 
make radio work with the microcontroller. 

• Describes how APRS system and Yagi antennae works in paper  
 

Works closely with 
• Mechanical Engineer and other groups Radio Engineers to ensure signals do not interfere  

 
Experiment Designer (ED): Responsible for coordinating the experiments, designing 
the payload and loading the payload.  Responsible for understanding how pressure and 
temperature sensors work in detail and the individual experiments work in general (rough 
understanding), any circuits that need to be designed to make them interact properly with 
the microcontroller.  Responsible for attaching payload to 3 inch diameter key ring using 
a carabineer. You will need to go to the hardware store and/or use 3D printer, laser cutter 
to buy/make parts for your payload (keep your receipts I will refund you) 
Individual grade will be based on  

• In charge of building the payload and organizing where each sensor, etc. is placed.  
• The payload should (ideally) fit inside the vacuum chamber and temperature chamber so 

that the team can fully test under space conditions. 
• Designs attachment from balloon to payload such that it increases stability (better video). 
• The payload should include a buzzer that goes off every 10 to 30 seconds and strobe light 

facing upward.   
• Responsible for keeping payload at an acceptable inside temperature using triggered 

heating elements or a hand warmer.  Make sure to test!  Remember too much heat can be 
detrimental as well. 

• Responsible for attaching payload to a 3 inch diameter key ring using a carabineer 
• Calculate buoyant force from the balloon and then the net lift force, to be included in 

final paper.  Payload (including string mass and balloon mass) should not exceed 40% of 
buoyant force.  Assume a 6.0 ft. diameter for the balloon. 

• Derive the exponential model for pressure vs. altitude (physics book in ASR library) 
• Runs balloon simulations day before launch and compares this model with reality in the 

paper (draw both on Google Earth).  We launch from this location: 38.46 degrees north, -
121.98 degrees west.  Ask me how to run simulation.  Save this for paper. 

• The part of the introduction that talks about the layers of the atmosphere, the temperature 
and pressure models, and also the part that relates to the experiments you are doing and 
the motivation (nothing too detailed on the individual experiments, just an overview and 
reader referred to individual papers for details. 

• Graph expected pressure (comparing exponential and NASA models) and temperature to 
30km.  Also the same graphs with data on top for your altitudes. 

• Produce graph of simulation model prediction and actual path (from GPS data) in Google 
earth for the results section of your paper 

• Payload design, testing and layout.  Also CAD drawing of payload  
 
Works closely with 

• Project Leader and Mechanical Engineer  
 



 
WEBSITE: http://asr.menloschool.org/projects/space-launch/ 

NASA: That’s the TA’s.  They will provide the launch vessel, help with the radio 
communication with your payload and general wisdom on atmospheric science and space 
travel. 
Supreme Leader:  That’s me and I am neither benevolent nor fair.  Come to me as a last 
resort to resolve problems, reassign people, etc.  I will make an executive decision and it 
cannot be questioned.   
Senior Scientist: Also me.  I don’t really do anything anymore, but I can give some 
advice and offer some wisdom.  I will also judge your paper as being worthy or not of 
publishing. 
 
Although I have assigned you certain responsibilities, you are to work as a team and help 
each other as a team. Please help each other at all stages.  If you have nothing to do on a 
particular day because you are waiting on something from someone, go help that person.  
There is never a reason to be doing nothing. At the very least, you can always get a head 
start on the paper or go see the PL for a task  Final Note: I did the best I could to assign 
people to jobs they will like, learn from and be good at.  If you don’t like your job –too 
bad (unless you can get a teammate to switch with you).  If you feel your job is beneath 
you, do an amazing job, above and beyond the call of duty and show us that you are way 
too good for this job.  If you feel your job is too hard –buck up!  And seek help from your 
teammates. 


